Heat waves are thought to result from subseasonal atmospheric variability. Atmospheric phenomena driven by tropical convection, such as the Asian monsoon, have been considered potential sources of predictability on subseasonal timescales. Mid-latitude atmospheric dynamics have been considered too chaotic to allow significant prediction skill of lead times beyond the typical 10-day range of weather forecasts. Here we use a 12,000-year integration of an atmospheric general circulation model to identify a pattern of subseasonal atmospheric variability that can help improve forecast skill for heat waves in the United States. We find that heat waves tend to be preceded by 15-20 days by a pattern of anomalous atmospheric planetary waves with a wavenumber of 5. This circulation pattern can arise as a result of internal atmospheric dynamics and is not necessarily linked to tropical heating. We conclude that some mid-latitude circulation anomalies that increase the probability of heat waves are predictable beyond the typical weather forecast range. however, is dominated by weather noise and its evolution is strongly 10 chaotic making it unpredictable after about 10 days for typical 11 initial conditions. However, this 10-day limit of prediction skill into a single heat wave event.
problem here we use a 12,000-year simulation from an atmospheric 30 We devote our attention to events in which surface air temperature 31 (SAT) is persistently high somewhere over the continental United States. Specifically, a day during June-August is considered to be into a single heat wave event.
US heat wave statistics

44
We also apply the same procedure to the National Centers
45
for Atmospheric Prediction/National Center for Atmospheric day from day -20 to day 5 using daily subseasonal anomalies 58 of 300 hPa streamfunction (Fig. 2) . Subseasonal anomalies are 59 daily departures from both the long-term mean for each day 60 and the seasonal (June-August) mean for any particular year.
61
To avoid contamination from previous heat wave events, we 62 use only 2,300 events that have no heat wave days in the 63 preceding 20 days. From day -20 to day 5 (Fig. 2) , there is 64 a wavenumber-5 structure slowly propagating westwards as correlations between EOF2 and the heat wave streamfunction 1 composites (Fig. 2 ) are significant at the 99% level on each day two EOFs in CAM3.
5
The CAM3 EOF2, with its distinctive wavenumber-5 pattern,
6
has a stronger connection with US heat waves than does EOF1. This is seen by two-dimensional probability distribution function timescales. This conclusion is based on the behaviour of a GCM, 10 but its applicability to nature is bolstered by the fact that the 11 wavenumber-5 pattern is also a prominent subseasonal variability Fig. 4 ) and the other is a field 46 significance test (Supplementary Fig. 5 ). For the latter, we employed a Monte Carlo technique in which we calculated averages of randomly drawn daily maps using the 48 same sample size as in Fig. 2 . Of the Fig. 2 composites the day -20 composite has the 49 smallest area that passed the t -test. Of the 10,000 randomly generated composites 50 only four had larger area that passed the test than the day -20 composite. Hence the 51 fields in Fig. 2 composites are highly significant.
52
To test the significance of the prediction results in Fig. 4 we have also 53 conducted a Monte-Carlo-based test. For this test the null hypothesis is that 54 increasing conditional probability of heat waves with respect to pattern amplitude 55 (Fig. 4) can also be found for patterns with arbitrary structure. One thousand 56 random patterns are generated from random combinations of 30 EOFs that are 57 derived from 300 hPa streamfunction subseasonal variability from which variability 58 associated with the wavenumber-5 precursor pattern has been removed. As shown 59
in Fig. 4 , we find that the probability of heat waves is much more strongly associated 60 with the amplitude of the precursor pattern than with amplitudes of these random NASA NEWS and the National Science Foundation. NCAR is sponsored by the National and requests for materials should be addressed to H.T.
